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Haldane UK has gained its unrivalled reputation in the glazing beads market thanks to
its unique blend of advanced machining technology and its highly skilled craftsmen.

Haldane offer an extensive range of glazing beads, which is second to
none, through a combination of innovative style and our ability to machine
any commercially available
timber. Added to the fact that
our core range of beads are fire
rated to half hour and full hour
standards, we offer a product
that is visibly superior.
We have worked hard to successfully
extend our highly respected reputation
to our full range of glazing beads from
straight beading, squares and ladders
through to the increasingly popular
D-shaped, capsule and elliptical beads.
Indeed, such is the volume of production
and the resulting economies of scale,
that many of our customers find it
cheaper and more efficient to outsource
their straight square frames to us.

the only limitation is your imagination

Bespoke Glazing Beads
We also offer a bespoke service with a portfolio of designs that would astound
even the most creative designers, including flash designs, flags, letters of the
alphabet and even cloud shapes.
Our enviable position in the market is based on our ability to out perform in
the key areas that our customers have told us are crucial characteristics in
their supplying partner; quality, service, efficiency and innovation.
Our commitment to quality is reflected in our continuing investment in the
latest 5 axis CNC technology to ensure the consistency and accuracy of our
glazing beads cannot be matched.
Our business is focused on delivering world class customer service, which
is demonstrated in our market leading turnaround times, and the ability to
supply our beads in a variety of finishes, for example pre-sprayed.
To ensure our market leading quality of service levels are maintained we have
to be super-efficient. We have therefore redesigned the entire glazing bead
production process from enquiry through to production through to packaging
and delivery to maximise efficiency and capacity.
To stay ahead of the competition you must be innovative and we have achieved
numerous industry firsts including our core range of glazing beads achieving
half hour and hour fire rated status in accordance with BS476, and in being the
first accredited supplier of glazing beads under the BWF Certifire Scheme.

Fire Rating
Haldane UK is committed to ensuring that its full range of glazing beads
achieve fire rating status.
Our achievement in becoming the first accredited supplier of timber glazing
beads under the British Woodworking Federation’s Certifire Scheme
has only inspired us to aim higher and becoming the first supplier of fire
rated glazing beads underlines our confidence in our products and our
commitment to our customers.
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To find out more or to discuss your
requirements call our estimating
team on 01592 775656

Haldane Security Glazing Bead
The Haldane security beading system has been developed to meet the demands
of an ever-cautious public. Designed to prevent the glass from being removed in
the unlikely event of the external bead being removed, the beads are available in
any shape and commercially available timber.
From local governments, to door manufacturers to security companies, our
security beads system has been incorporated into external doors made from a
variety of timber to provide an extremely secure environment that gives comfort
and peace of mind.

Construction
The Haldane security bead system has been designed to be
extremely tough and durable yet boasting extremely pleasing
aesthetics.
The external bead is moulded to provide a drip
mechanism. The door section is stepped to allow
the glass to sit below the external bead, thus
receiving protection from the intruder. The
internal bead is styled to reflect the external
bead, however it is larger to cover the glass.

FastTrack
Glazing Beads Service
Haldane UK transformed the manufacturing process for glazing beads with our
revolutionary 8 finger jointed technique and our ability to manufacture hundreds of beads per week
to unrivalled accuracies using state of the art timber machining technology.
With our FastTrack Service we have once again set new standards in the industry to meet the ever
increasing demands of your clients who want your products quicker and cheaper than ever before.
By creating a standardised product range, in the most popular of timber we are allowing you to gain
all the benefits of our economies of scale without compromising on quality.
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